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Abstract
Let A be a sequence of n real numbers a1, a2, . . . , an . We consider the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM as that of finding the
segment A(i∗, j∗) such that the rank of s(i∗, j∗) = ∑ j∗t=i∗ at over all possible feasible segments is k, where a feasible segment
A(i, j) = ai , ai+1, . . . , a j is a consecutive subsequence of A, and its width j − i + 1 satisfies ` ≤ j − i + 1 ≤ u for some given
integers ` and u, and ` ≤ u. It is a generalization of two well-known problems: the SELECTION PROBLEM in computer science
for which ` = u = 1, and the MAXIMUM SUM SEGMENT PROBLEM in bioinformatics for which the rank k is the total number
of possible feasible segments. We will give a randomized algorithm for the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM that runs in expected
O(n log(u − `)) time. It matches the optimal O(n) time randomized algorithm for the SELECTION PROBLEM. We can also solve
the K MAXIMUM SUMS PROBLEM, to enumerate the k largest sums, in expected O(n log(u − `) + k) time. The previously best
known result was an algorithm that solves this problem for the case when ` = 1, u = n and runs in O(n log2 n + k) time in the
worst case.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a sequence A of real numbers a1, a2, . . . , an , a segment A(i, j) is the consecutive subsequence of A, i.e.,
ai , ai+1, . . . , a j . The MAXIMUM SUM PROBLEM is that of finding the segment A(i∗, j∗) = ai∗ , ai∗+1, . . . , a j∗
whose sum s(i∗, j∗) = ∑ j∗t=i∗ at is the maximum among all n(n−1)2 segments. This problem, also called the
MAXIMUM SUM SUBSEQUENCE PROBLEM, was first introduced by Bentley [1,2] and can be easily solved in O(n)
time [3,2].
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The two-dimensional counterpart is the MAXIMUM SUM SUBARRAY PROBLEM, which is that of finding the
submatrix of a given m × n, m ≤ n, matrix of real numbers, the sum of whose entries is the maximum among
all O(m2n2) submatrices. The problem was solved in O(m2n) time [2–4]. Tamaki and Tokuyama [5] gave the first
subcubic time algorithm for this problem and Takaoka [6] later gave a simplified algorithm achieving subcubic time
as well. Many parallel algorithms under different parallel models of computation were also obtained [4,7–9]. The
MAXIMUM SUM PROBLEM has many applications in pattern recognition, image processing and data mining [10,11].
A slightly more specialized problem than the MAXIMUM SUM PROBLEM, called the MAXIMUM SUM SEGMENT
PROBLEM is that of restricting the width of the desired segment. More specifically, the MAXIMUM SUM SEGMENT
PROBLEM is that of finding the feasible segment A(i∗, j∗) whose width j∗ − i∗ + 1 lies within a given range [`, u]
for some integers ` ≤ u. It is obvious that the total number of feasible segments is O((u − `)n). This problem has
useful applications in bioinformatics including: (1) finding tandom repeats [12], which is commonly done to map
disease genes, (2) locating DNA segments with rich G+C content, which is a key step in gene finding and promoter
prediction [13–16] and designing low complexity filters, which has most application in sequence database search [17].
The best known algorithm for the MAXIMUM SUM SEGMENT PROBLEM, due to Lin, Jiang, and Chao [18], runs in
optimal O(n) time, based upon a clever technique called left-negative decomposition for A. Fan et al. [19] give another
optimal O(n) time algorithm bypassing the left-negative decomposition and handling the input sequence in an online
manner, which is clearly an important feature for coping with genome-scale sequences.
On the other hand, given a set A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} of n real numbers and a positive integer k, the famous
SELECTION PROBLEM in computer science is that of finding the k-th smallest element in A. Hoare [20] and Floyd
and Rivest [21] gave an optimal O(n) time randomized algorithm. Blum, Floyd, Pratt, Rivest, and Tarjan [22] gave an
optimal O(n) time deterministic algorithm.
In the paper we consider a natural generalization of the above problems. Given a sequence A = a1, a2, . . . , an ,
two width bounds `, u and a positive integer k, the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM is that of finding the feasible segment
A(i∗, j∗) over all feasible segments such that the rank of s(i∗, j∗) = ∑ j∗t=i∗ at is k. We will give a randomized
algorithm that runs in expected O(n log(u− `)) time. It matches the optimal O(n) time randomized algorithm for the
selection problem when ` = 1, u = 1.
Moreover, we also consider the problem of enumerating the k largest sums over all feasible segments. Given a
sequence A = a1, a2, . . . , an , two positive real numbers `, u and a positive integer k, the K MAXIMUM SUMS
PROBLEM is that of finding the k feasible segments such that their sums are the k largest over all feasible segments.
For the case ` = 1, u = n, Bae and Takaoka [23] presented an O(kn) time algorithm. Bengtsson and Chen [24] gave
an algorithm that runs in O(n log2 n + k) time in the worst case. Cheng et al. [25] and Bae and Takaoka [26] recently
gave an O(n+k log(min{n, k})) time algorithm and an O((n+k) log k) time algorithm respectively, which is superior
to Bengtsson and Chen’s when k is o(n log n), but both run in O(n2 log n) time in the worst case. In this paper we
solve for the case for arbitrary 1 ≤ ` ≤ u ≤ n and give an expected O(n log(u − `) + k) time algorithm based on a
randomized sum selection algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives three subroutines for solving the SUM SELECTION
PROBLEM. Section 3 gives a randomized algorithm for the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM and a randomized algorithm
of the K MAXIMUM SUMS PROBLEM. Section 4 gives the conclusion.
2. Subroutines for sum selection problem
Our randomized algorithm for the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM is based on three subroutines. In this section we
will consider these three subproblems first.
For ease of notation, we assume that each sum s(i, j) = ∑ jt=i at is associated with the indices i and j of the
segment, and only the sum will be produced rather than the actual segment itself. For convenience we shall without
confusion use the segment A(i, j) and its corresponding sum s(i, j) interchangeably.
We define the set P = {x0, x1, . . . , xn} in R, where xi = ∑it=1 at , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and x0 = 0 is the prefix
sum of the sequence A. Thus, s(i, j) of A(i, j) is equal to x j − xi−1. Let Pa,b = {xa, xa+1, . . . , xb} be the subset of
P starting with left index a and ending with right index b. We define Pj = Pj−u, j−`, the feasible segment set with
respect to j , that is, Pj is the subset of P such that A(i, j) is feasible for each j − u ≤ i ≤ j − `. We will maintain
an order-statistic tree T (Pj ) on Pj . An order-statistic tree [27] is simply a balanced binary search tree with additional
information, si ze[z], stored in each node z of the tree, containing the total number of nodes in the subtree rooted at z.
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si ze[z] is defined as si ze[z] = si ze[left[z]]+si ze[right[z]]+1, where left[z] and right[z], denote respectively the left
and right children of node z, and si ze[z] = 1, if z is a leaf node. The order-statistic tree T (Pj ) allows us to determine
the rank of an element x in O(logω) time where ω = u − `, i.e. we can find the rank r(x, Pj ) = |{y|y ∈ Pj , y ≤ x}|
for any x not necessarily in Pj in O(logω) time, retrieve an element in T (Pj ) with a given rank in O(logω) time and
maintain both insertion and deletion operations in T (Pj ) in O(logω) time.
The first subproblem, called the reporting version of the SUM RANGE QUERY PROBLEM, is considered as follows:
Given a sequence A of n real numbers a1, a2, . . . , an , two width bounds ` and u with 1 ≤ ` ≤ u ≤ n and two real
numbers s`, sr with s` ≤ sr , output all feasible segments A(i, j) over all O(ω · n) feasible segments such that their
sums s(i, j) satisfy s` ≤ s(i, j) ≤ sr . To solve this subproblem, it suffices to iterate on each j to find all xi ∈ Pj such
that s` ≤ x j − xi ≤ sr . At each iteration j , we can maintain T (Pj ) dynamically such that we can find all the numbers
xi ∈ [x j − sr , x j − s`] by binary search in O(logω + h j ) time, where h j is the total number of feasible segments
A(i, j) such that s` ≤ s(i, j) ≤ sr and then we can delete x j−u from T (Pj ) and insert x j−`+1 into T (Pj ) to obtain
T (Pj+1) in O(logω) time.
Lemma 1. The reporting version of the SUM RANGE QUERY PROBLEM can be solved in O(n) space and
O(n logω + h) time, where ω = u − ` and h is the output size.
The second subproblem, called the counting version of the SUM RANGE QUERY PROBLEM, is defined as before,
except that we want to find the number of feasible segments that satisfy the range query. To solve this subproblem,
it suffices to iterate on each j to count the total number of elements xi in Pj such that s` ≤ x j − xi ≤ sr . At each
iteration j , we can make a rank query, to the order-statistic tree T (Pj ), the total number, say α j , of elements xi ∈ Pj
such that xi < x j − sr and make another rank query to count the total number, say β j , of elements xi ∈ Pj such that
xi ≤ x j − s`. After these two queries we delete x j−u from T (Pj ) and insert x j−`+1 into T (Pj ) to obtain T (Pj+1).
We get t j = β j − α j to be the total number of elements in Pj lying in [x j − sr , x j − s`]. Hence t = t1 + t2 + · · · + tn
is the total number of feasible segments such that their sums are between s` and sr .
Lemma 2. The counting version of the SUM RANGE QUERY PROBLEM can be solved in O(n) space and O(n logω)
time.
We now address the third subproblem called the RANDOM SAMPLING SUM SELECTION PROBLEM which is
defined as follows: Given a sequence A of n real numbers a1, a2, . . . , an , two width bounds `, u with 1 ≤ ` ≤ u ≤ n
and two real numbers s`, sr with s` ≤ sr , randomly generate n feasible segments among all O(ω ·n), where ω = u−`,
feasible segments such that their sums are between s` and sr . Let N ≥ n be the total number of feasible segments
among all O(ω · n) feasible segments such that their sums are between s` and sr . Note that N = t1+ t2+ · · · + tn can
be obtained by running the counting algorithm for the SUM RANGE QUERY PROBLEM, where t j is the total number
of feasible segments A(i, j) such that s` ≤ s(i, j) ≤ sr . We first select, allowing duplicates, n random integers
R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} distributed uniformly in the range from 1 to N . Since N = O(n2) we can sort them by radix
sort and rename them such that r1 ≤ r2 ≤ · · · ≤ rn in O(n) time. Let τ j = t1 + t2 + · · · + t j . For each j there exist
rc, rc+1, . . . , rc+d ∈ R such that τ j−1 < rc ≤ rc+1 ≤ · · · ≤ rc+d ≤ τ j . We would like to find feasible segments
sc, sc+1, . . . , sc+d with a one-to-one correspondence respectively to rc, rc+1, . . . , rc+d . To do so, for each iteration j
we first make a rank query, to the order-statistic tree T (Pj ), to count the total number α j of elements xi ∈ Pj such
that xi < x j − sr . We then retrieve the element xqi from T (Pj ) so that xqi has a rank equal to α j + rc+i − τ j−1 in Pj ,
and let sc+i = s(qi , j) for each i = 0, 1, . . . , d . And then we delete x j−u from T (Pj ) and insert x j−`+1 into T (Pj )
to obtain T (Pj+1). We thus can obtain the set of random sampling sums or feasible segments, S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}.
Lemma 3. The RANDOM SAMPLING SUM SELECTION PROBLEM can be solved in O(n) space and O(n logω) time.
3. Algorithm for the sum selection problem and k maximum sums problem
In this section we consider the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM and then use it to solve the K MAXIMUM SUMS
PROBLEM. We will give a randomized algorithm for the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM by the random sampling
technique [28,29].
We shall consider a more general version, called the SUM SELECTION RANGE QUERY PROBLEM, defined as
follows. Given a range [sl , sr ] which contains N feasible segments whose sums are between sl and sr , we would like
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to find the k-th smallest feasible segment among these N segments in the range. Let s∗ denote the sum of the k-th
smallest feasible segment in the range. Note that the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM is just a special case of this problem
such that N = O(ω · n) and [s`, sr ] = (−∞,∞).
The randomized algorithm for the SUM SELECTION RANGE QUERY PROBLEM will contract the range [sl , sr ] into
a smaller subrange [sl ′ , sr ′ ] such that it also contains s∗ and the new subrange [sl ′ , sr ′ ] contains at most O(N/√n)
feasible segments. It will repeat the contraction process several times until the range [sl ′ , sr ′ ] contains not only s∗ but
also at most O(n) feasible segments. It then outputs all the feasible segments in [sl ′ , sr ′ ] via the reporting algorithm
of the SUM RANGE QUERY PROBLEM and finds the solution segment with an appropriate rank and whose sum is s∗
by using any standard selection algorithm.
Our randomized algorithm for the SUM SELECTION RANGE QUERY PROBLEM runs as follows: We first use the
random sampling subroutine to select out of a total of N feasible segments, n randomly independent feasible segments
S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} whose sums lie in the range [sl , sr ] in O(n logω) time.
Whenever we select a random feasible segment in [sl , sr ], it has the probability kN such that it is smaller than s∗.
Consider such an event as a “success” in performing n independent Bernoulli trials, each with a probability of p = kN .
Let m be a random number denoting the total number of successes in the n independent Bernoulli trials. It is easy to
see that random variable m will obey the binomial distribution with the probability density function
b(n,m, p) =
(
n
m
)
pm(1− p)n−m .
The expected value of m is µ = np = n kN and the standard deviation is σ =
√
np(1− p) ≤
√
n
2 . Hence we
expect that the e-th smallest element in S, where e = bnpc = bn kN c, should be a good approximation for the k-th
smallest feasible segment s∗. Let `′ = max{1, bn kN − t
√
n
2 c} and r ′ = min{n, dn kN + t
√
n
2 e}, for some constant t to be
determined later. After random sampling, we can find the `′-th smallest element s`′ and the r ′-th smallest element sr ′
in S by any standard selection algorithm in O(n) time to obtain the subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ].
The key step of the randomized algorithm is as follows. We check the following two conditions via the counting
algorithm of SUM RANGE QUERY PROBLEM in O(n logω) time:
(1) The sum s∗ of the k-th smallest feasible segment lies in the subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ].
(2) The subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ] contains at most t2N/(t − 1)√n (<2t N/√n) feasible segments.
Let k1 and k2 be the total number of feasible segments lying in [s`, s`′) and [s`, sr ′ ] respectively. Note that s∗ lies
in the subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ] if and only if k1 < k and k2 ≥ k. If both of these conditions hold, we replace the current
range [s`, sr ] by the subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ] and let k′ = k− k1. If either (1) or (2) is violated, we repeat the algorithm from
scratch again until both (1) and (2) are satisfied: i.e. we need to select n random feasible segments with replacement in
the range [s`, sr ] by running the random sampling algorithm again to obtain a new subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ] and then check
the above two conditions (1) and (2) for the new subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ].
Since the algorithm of the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM starts with N = O(ω · n) feasible segments in the initial
range [s`, sr ] = (−∞,∞), after the first successful random sampling which satisfies conditions (1) and (2), we have
a range [s`′ , sr ′ ] which contains the k′-th smallest feasible segment with sum s∗ and has O(ω · n/√n) = O(ω · n 12 )
feasible segments, and after the second successful random sampling which satisfies conditions (1) and (2), we have
a range [s`′′ , sr ′′ ] which contains the k′′-th smallest feasible segment with sum s∗ and has O(ω · n 12 /√n) = O(ω)
feasible segments. Then, we can enumerate all feasible segments in the range [s`′′ , sr ′′ ] in O(n logω+ω) = O(n logω)
time via the reporting algorithm of the SUM RANGE QUERY PROBLEM and select the k′′-th smallest feasible segment
with sum s∗ from those feasible segments by using any standard selection algorithm in O(ω) time.
We now show that with a high probability, the k-th smallest feasible segment with sum s∗ lies in the subrange
[s`′ , sr ′ ] and the subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ] contains at most t2N/(t−1)√n feasible segments. We will use the famous Chernoff
bound in probability to estimate the failure probability of the algorithm. Let us introduce the Chernoff bound first [30,
31].
Lemma 4 (Chernoff’s Bound [30,31]). Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be independent random variables, each attaining value
1 with probability p and value 0 with probability 1− p. Let X = X1+ X2+ · · · + Xn and µ = np be the expectation
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of X. Then for any t ≥ 0 we have
(1) Pr [X ≤ µ− t√n] ≤ e−t2/2.
(2) Pr [X ≥ µ+ t√n] ≤ e−t2/2.
(3) Pr [X ≤ (1− t)µ] ≤ e−t2µ/2.
(4) Pr [X ≥ (1+ t)µ] ≤ ( et
(1+t)(1+t) )
µ.
Lemma 5. For a random choice of n independent feasible segments with replacement among the N feasible segments
in the range [s`, sr ], the probability that the subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ] contains at least t2N/(t − 1)√n feasible segments is
at most e−
√
n/2(t−1).
Proof. Assume that a random sampling S in the algorithm of the SUM SELECTION RANGE QUERY PROBLEM obtains
a subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ] containing more than t2N/(t − 1)√n feasible segments for a random choice of n independent
feasible segments with replacement among the N feasible segments in the range [s`, sr ]. Hence, whenever we select
a random feasible segment si in [s`, sr ], it has probability larger than t2N/(t−1)
√
n
N = t2/(t − 1)
√
n such that si
lies in [s`′ , sr ′ ]. We again think of such an event as a “success”, each one with a probability of success equal to
p ≥ t2/(t − 1)√n. Let X i be the random variable, attaining value 1 with probability p ≥ t2/(t − 1)√n if the i-th
selected feasible segment falls in [s`′ , sr ′ ] and value 0 with probability 1− p if the i-th selected feasible segment falls
outside [s`′ , sr ′ ]. Let X = X1 + X2 + · · · + Xn be the total number of selected feasible segments falling in [s`′ , sr ′ ].
The expectation of the random experiment is µ = np ≥ nt2/(t − 1)√n = t2√n/(t − 1). Note that s`′ and sr ′ are
the `′-th and r ′-th smallest elements in the random sampling S respectively. This means that the random sampling S
contains exactly r ′ − `′ (≤t√n) successful sample feasible segments lying in [s`′ , sr ′ ]. By the Chernoff bound, we
have Pr [X ≤ t√n] ≤ Pr [X ≤ (1− 1t )µ] ≤ e−µ/2t
2 ≤ e−√n/2(t−1). 
Lemma 6. For a random choice of n independent feasible segments with replacement among the N feasible segments
in the range [s`, sr ], the probability of the k-th smallest feasible segment with sum s∗ not lying in the subrange [s`′ , sr ′ ]
is at most 2e−t2/8.
Proof. Let X i be the random variable, attaining value 1 with probability p = kN if the i-th sample feasible segment is
smaller than or equal to s∗ and value 0 with probability 1− p if the i-th sample feasible segment is larger than s∗. If
the r ′-th smallest feasible segment sr ′ in S is smaller than s∗, this means that at least r ′ among the n random sample
feasible segments fall before s∗. Let X = X1+ X2+· · ·+ Xn be the total number of sample feasible segments falling
before s∗. By the Chernoff bound, we have Pr [X ≥ r ′] = Pr [X ≥ µ + t
√
n
2 ] ≤ e−t
2/8. Similarly, by the Chernoff
bound, we have Pr [X ≤ l ′] = Pr [X ≤ µ− t
√
n
2 ] ≤ e−t
2/8. 
Now, we can choose t large enough such that 2e−t2/8 ≤ 14 and then find some positive integer n0 sufficiently
large such that e−
√
n/2(t−1) ≤ 14 for all n ≥ n0. For example, we can choose t = 3 and n0 = 31 respectively.
Therefore, if the size n of the input sequence is larger than or equal to n0, we just need to repeat the key step at most
twice on average in the randomized algorithm of the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM. Otherwise we can solve the SUM
SELECTION PROBLEM directly by brute force. Thus, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The SUM SELECTION PROBLEM can be solved in O(n) space and expected O(n logω) time.
Theorem 2. The K MAXIMUM SUMS PROBLEM can be solved in O(n) space and expected O(n logω + k) time.
Proof. Let ` = (u−`)(2n−u−`+1)2 − k + 1 and r = (u−`)(2n−u−`+1)2 . We can run the randomized algorithm of the
SUM SELECTION PROBLEM to obtain the `-th smallest feasible segment s` and r -th smallest feasible segment sr in
expected O(n logω) time and then we can enumerate them using the algorithm for the reporting version of the SUM
RANGE QUERY PROBLEM in the range [s`, sr ] in O(n logω + k) time. 
Remark 1. Combining the algorithm of the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM and the reporting algorithm of the SUM
RANGE QUERY PROBLEM not only allows us to find the feasible segments with the k largest sums in expected
O(n logω + k) time but also allows us to find all feasible segments the ranks of whose sums are between k1 and
k2 in expected O(n logω+ (k2− k1)) time, where k1 and k2 are two positive integers such that 1 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ n(n−1)2 .
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4. Conclusion
In the paper we have presented a randomized algorithm for the SUM SELECTION PROBLEM that runs in expected
O(n log(u − `)) time. On the basis of this result we give a more efficient algorithm for the K MAXIMUM SUMS
PROBLEM that runs in expected O(n log(u − `) + k) time. It is better than the previously best known result for
the problem. Whether one can find a deterministic algorithm for this problem that runs within the same time bound
remains open. It is very interesting to see whether one can find a deterministic algorithm for this problem that runs in
O(n log(u − `)) time, matching the well-known O(n) deterministic algorithm for the SELECTION PROBLEM when
u = ` = 1. Whether or not one can prove an Ω(n log(u − `)) lower bound for this problem is of great interest.
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